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Abstract 

During their operation, modern aircraft engine components are subjected to increasingly demanding operating conditions, 
especially the high pressure turbine (HPT) blades. Such conditions cause these parts to undergo different types of time-dependent 
degradation, one of which is creep. A model using the finite element method (FEM) was developed, in order to be able to predict 
the creep behaviour of HPT blades. Flight data records (FDR) for a specific aircraft, provided by a commercial aviation 
company, were used to obtain thermal and mechanical data for three different flight cycles. In order to create the 3D model 
needed for the FEM analysis, a HPT blade scrap was scanned, and its chemical composition and material properties were 
obtained. The data that was gathered was fed into the FEM model and different simulations were run, first with a simplified 3D 
rectangular block shape, in order to better establish the model, and then with the real 3D mesh obtained from the blade scrap. The 
overall expected behaviour in terms of displacement was observed, in particular at the trailing edge of the blade. Therefore such a 
model can be useful in the goal of predicting turbine blade life, given a set of FDR data. 
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Abstract 

The present work investigates the behaviour of a Transvers Crack Tensile (TCT) specimen undergoing fatigue loading, by means 
of a Thermoelastic Stress Analysis (TSA) experimental setup. The TCT is a tensile composite specimen where a number of internal 
layers are cut through the beam width. The presence of such transverse notch favours the formation of interlaminar Mode II 
delaminations, starting from the notch tips and propagating between the cut and continuous plies. In this work, a modification is 
adopted to the classic TCT specimen, where insert films, mimicking artificial delaminations, are laid across the notch tips. This is 
done with the purpose to favour a pure Mode II and a symmetric and simultaneous delamination. The modified-TCT has been 
subject to cyclic sinusoidal loading, typical of fatigue characterisations, and monitored at various crack growth stages by TSA. 
CFRP and GFRP samples have been prepared and analysed, measuring the thermoelastic signal from the edge and front faces of 
cycling samples. The information gained from TSA has provided a useful insight on the stress distribution settling near the crack 
tips, and its evolution with crack growth under fatigue.      
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1. Introduction 

Characterisation of interlaminar fracture toughness in Fibre Reinforced Composites is essential to allow design 
methodologies that can safely prevent (“no-growth”) or control (“slow-growth”) this failure mode, typical of layered 
structural materials (see Brunner et al. (2016)). Several structural situations are, in particular, characterised by the 
presence of a pure Mode II loading condition (in-plane shear), at both nucleation and propagation stages of 
delamination (see e.g. Catalanotti et al. (2017)). Therefore, coupon specimen able to reproduce and characterise the 
behaviour under Mode II have been long sought. Contrary to Mode I, for which the DCB coupon is the first choice, 
regulated by standards which have been around for some time, test coupons for Mode II have undergone a more 
controversial development work. Several geometries have been proposed such as: ENF, 4-ENF, C-ELS, TCT. While 
ENF and C-ELS have finally been approved for standard evaluation of the critical SERR GIIc, the debate is still open 
for what concerns fatigue characterisation (see e.g. Brunner et al. (2013)).        

 
Nomenclature 

a delamination crack length  
ath  threshold delamination length 
E Young’s modulus 
GII Strain Energy Release Rate under Mode II 
GIIc Critical Strain Energy Release Rate under Mode II 
h Thickness of the continuous plies skins 
H Total sample thickness 
Lg Extensometer gauge length 
N Number of fatigue cycles 
P Applied tensile load 
R Stress ratio σmin/σmax 
R-Curve Material Resistance Curve 
α Coefficient of linear thermal expansion 
σ Stress. If no sub-scripts are added, it indicates the nominal far field stress in the TCT and MTCT samples  
I,II  sub-scripts indicating Mode I (opening tensile) and Mode II (in-plane shear). 
1,2,3 sub-scripts indicating the material principal directions (3, out of plane, 1-2 in plane) 
C-ELS Calibrated End-Loaded Split specimen 
CFRP Carbon Fibre Reinforce Plastic 
ENF End-Notched Flexure specimen 
GFRP  Glass Fibre Reinforce Plastic 
FPZ Fracture process zone 
mTCT Modified Transverse Crack Tension specimen 
TCT Transverse Crack Tension specimen 
TSA Thermoelastic Stress Analysis 

 
Among the various testing coupon solutions available for Mode II characterisation, the Transverse Crack Tension 

specimen (also known as Central Cut Plies CCP specimen), proposed in the late eighties-early nineties (see Prinz and 
Gädke (1991) and Wisnom et al. (1992)), has since then received relatively little attention, even though it is in many 
respects a simpler and more straightforward test. One possible reason for such lack of interest could lie on the  
observation made by some researchers (e.g. Wisnom et al. (1992), Cui et al. (1994)) of the existence of a size effect. 
In particular, the measured fracture toughness GIIc is, to some extent, influenced by the dimensions of the test coupon 
and, in particular, its thickness and the ratio between cut and un-cut plies. Another potential drawback is represented 
by the need to carefully prepare the notch at the butted up cut plies, to avoid local effects that can determine a non-
synchronous activation of the four delamination fronts (see e.g. Scalici et al. (2016)).   

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.prostr.2017.12.047&domain=pdf
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A recent numerical-experimental study by Scalici et al. (2016) has suggested that the presence of insert films, lying 
across the notch tips of the TCT, and mimicking artificial pre-cracks, can actually favour a more controlled behaviour 
of the test.  

In this work, such modified TCT geometry is used to monitor the Mode II fatigue delamination of two material 
types. The first consists of a CFRP pre-preg: IM7/8552, widely investigated in the composites literature. A second 
type consists of GFRP coupons assembled by hand lay-up and consolidated under vacuum bag, which uses a UD 
crimped fabric. The peculiar characteristics of the tensile test and of cyclic loading have made the implementation of 
Thermoelastic Stress Analysis a particularly suited experimental stress analysis technique, which can be applied 
without having to stop or change the ongoing fatigue loading. TSA is then able to offer an alternative and effective 
mean to monitor crack growths, while providing full-field maps of stress-related metrics. The interpretation of the 
thermoelastic signal and the help provided by IR Thermography in the evaluation of fatigue cycling TCT samples, are 
then commented in the following sections.      

2. Transverse Crack Tensile specimen 

A schematic representation of a TCT and a modified-TCT test coupons are shown in Fig. 1. The TCT is a tensile 
beam coupon where a number of central plies have been cut in the transverse direction, and butted-up during the hand-
lay-up assembly. The transverse notch thus created is filled by resin during the curing process, and interrupts the fibres 
continuity. Simple tensile loading activates four delamination fronts under dominating Mode II, starting from the 
notch tips, and propagating between the external blocks of continuous plies and the internal block of cut plies.  

 

        
 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of: TCT specimen (left); modified-TCT specimen (right). 
 
As the delaminations in the TCT specimen grow, the stress field on the wake of the crack tips is characterised by 

the presence of transverse compression stresses σ3<0, longitudinal traction stresses σ1>0 in the continuous plies, and 
tangential stresses τ13 (see e.g. Cui et al 1994). The lack of transverse traction, σ3>0 around the cracks tips is assumed 
to rule out any possible Mode I and mode mixity, and establish a prevalent Mode II. Numerical results from Cui et al. 
(1994) showed that the presence of transverse compressive σ3 at the cracks tips is fully achieved only after a certain 
small delamination growth. Another issue introduced by the classic TCT geometry is that the influence of the 
delamination crack length a on the driving force GII is initially non-linear. After a certain delamination growth, ath, 
the value of GII becomes independent from a, and given by the following relationship: 

2

1

1 2h1    with =
4II
HG
E H

σ η
η
 

= − 
 

    (1) 

where σ is the remote stress on the sample full section, σ=P/BH.  
According to Scalici et al. (2016), introducing an insert film acting as a pre-crack will avoid some potentially 

disturbing issues related to the formation of delaminations directly from the transverse notch, including the mode-
mixity present at a=0, and the GII initial non-linearity for small values of a. Furthermore, given the independence of 
GII from a, the critical condition for fully formed pre-cracks is obtained when the driving force meets the material R-
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Curve at the maximum steady state value of GIIc (see Fig. 2). On the contrary, a small value of a and the relative initial 
non linearity of the driving force (which depends also on the sample geometry, as found by Scalici et al. (2016)), could 
determine the onset of instable growth at different points of the R-curve. This last observation could be one cause for 
the observed size effects in the TCT specimen. The behaviour of the driving force in relation with an idealised R-
Curve of the material, is schematically represented in Fig. 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the driving force and R-Curve. 

 
According to the model represented in Fig. 2, the reach of unstable crack growth will happen at the maximum 

steady state value of GIIC. At this point, the delamination might have grown by a quantity represented by the Fracture 
Process Zone, which also provides for the formation of a sharp natural crack. Therefore, in theory, such mTCT 
configuration should not be too sensitive to the thickness of the insert film used for pre-cracking. In fact, the resin rich 
zone formed at the tip of the insert film should be englobed by the formation of the FPZ prior to instable growth. 
Cahain et al. (2015), who used the mTCT configuration for static characterization, investigated the influence of the 
insert film, testing different fil materials and thicknesses. It is interesting to observe that the GIIC from insert pre-
cracks is systematically higher than the GIIC from TCT samples with only the transverse notch, and TCT samples with 
small fatigue grown cracks. Even so, based on the above considerations, it remains open the question if it is more 
reliable the value of GIIC from baseline TCT samples, or from insert pre-cracked mTCT samples. 

An interesting feature of the mTCT specimen used for static Mode II characterization, is its inherent ability to 
determine the steady state maximum value of the R-Curve. This is instead not achieved by using ENF type specimen. 
In fact, the driving curve in ENFs is typically non-linear, and usually proportional to a2, which implies that the tangent 
point with the material R-Curve will occur before di R-Curve maximum. This is of course true for materials which 
exhibit an R-Curve behavior, i.e. with further toughening mechanisms activated by the crack formation and 
propagation.         

2.1. The TCT specimen under fatigue cycling  

In this work, the mTCT specimen, instead of the TCT, is used to monitor the effects of fatigue delamination growth. 
The pre-cracks obtained with the insert films provide initial delaminations from which the fatigue cracks will evolve, 
and no changes occur to the equation (1) predicting GII. This holds true if the crack fronts advance symmetrically 
about the mid-plane.  

Applying a cyclic sinusoidal load of constant amplitude, Pmin to Pmax, and using an extensometer with gauge length 
Lg>2(a+∆a), positioned across the delamination, from Allegri et al. (2011) it is possible to derive the following 
formula giving the crack growth rate as a function of the peak deformation rate:  

1 max

max
   

2 1
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mixity present at a=0, and the GII initial non-linearity for small values of a. Furthermore, given the independence of 
GII from a, the critical condition for fully formed pre-cracks is obtained when the driving force meets the material R-
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Curve at the maximum steady state value of GIIc (see Fig. 2). On the contrary, a small value of a and the relative initial 
non linearity of the driving force (which depends also on the sample geometry, as found by Scalici et al. (2016)), could 
determine the onset of instable growth at different points of the R-curve. This last observation could be one cause for 
the observed size effects in the TCT specimen. The behaviour of the driving force in relation with an idealised R-
Curve of the material, is schematically represented in Fig. 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the driving force and R-Curve. 

 
According to the model represented in Fig. 2, the reach of unstable crack growth will happen at the maximum 

steady state value of GIIC. At this point, the delamination might have grown by a quantity represented by the Fracture 
Process Zone, which also provides for the formation of a sharp natural crack. Therefore, in theory, such mTCT 
configuration should not be too sensitive to the thickness of the insert film used for pre-cracking. In fact, the resin rich 
zone formed at the tip of the insert film should be englobed by the formation of the FPZ prior to instable growth. 
Cahain et al. (2015), who used the mTCT configuration for static characterization, investigated the influence of the 
insert film, testing different fil materials and thicknesses. It is interesting to observe that the GIIC from insert pre-
cracks is systematically higher than the GIIC from TCT samples with only the transverse notch, and TCT samples with 
small fatigue grown cracks. Even so, based on the above considerations, it remains open the question if it is more 
reliable the value of GIIC from baseline TCT samples, or from insert pre-cracked mTCT samples. 

An interesting feature of the mTCT specimen used for static Mode II characterization, is its inherent ability to 
determine the steady state maximum value of the R-Curve. This is instead not achieved by using ENF type specimen. 
In fact, the driving curve in ENFs is typically non-linear, and usually proportional to a2, which implies that the tangent 
point with the material R-Curve will occur before di R-Curve maximum. This is of course true for materials which 
exhibit an R-Curve behavior, i.e. with further toughening mechanisms activated by the crack formation and 
propagation.         

2.1. The TCT specimen under fatigue cycling  

In this work, the mTCT specimen, instead of the TCT, is used to monitor the effects of fatigue delamination growth. 
The pre-cracks obtained with the insert films provide initial delaminations from which the fatigue cracks will evolve, 
and no changes occur to the equation (1) predicting GII. This holds true if the crack fronts advance symmetrically 
about the mid-plane.  

Applying a cyclic sinusoidal load of constant amplitude, Pmin to Pmax, and using an extensometer with gauge length 
Lg>2(a+∆a), positioned across the delamination, from Allegri et al. (2011) it is possible to derive the following 
formula giving the crack growth rate as a function of the peak deformation rate:  
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where εmax is the deformation at each load peak Pmax, measured by the extensometer. The use of Eq. (2) will allow the 
evaluation of da/dN associated to values of ∆P=Pmax – Pmin, and hence to ∆GII=GIImax-GIImin, or just GIImax. Changing 
the value of GIImax after a block of cycles, will provide different points in the da/dN vs. GIImax space, which can then 
be used to find a proper Paris-type fatigue law.    

It is observed that the TCT configuration in general may offer some desirable features when used for fatigue 
delamination characterization. First of all, the adoption of a tensile test allows for the use of simple grip fixtures, with 
no specimen shifting issues such as in ENF specimen, or complicate clamping rigs such as in C-ELS specimen (see 
e.g. Brunner et al. (2013)). The TCT sample usually has a rigidity and strengths, which can be well managed by 
ordinary servo-hydraulic testing machines and relative load transducers. Another useful feature is the independence 
of GII from a. Therefore, once the load amplitude has been fixed, the delamination is expected to grow at constant 
speed, and the crack growth rate can be measured over a rather extended number of cycles. Finally, a simple 
compliance monitoring can assess the crack length. This is for instance done with the use of an extensometer with 
gauge length comprising the delamination length, as shown in eq. (2). Crack length monitoring and data reduction in 
general are comparatively simpler than the traditional more cumbersome approaches used in ENF or C-ELS (see  e.g. 
Brunner et al. (2013) and Sousa et al. (2015)).  

Although all the above statements would indicate the TCT configuration as a good candidate for routine Mode II 
delamination fatigue tests, there are only a few works reporting on its adoption, among which: Bergmann and Prinz 
(1989), Wisnom (1995), Kawashita et al. (2009), Allegri et al. (2011), Rans et al. (2014). Furthermore, it seems that 
actual round robin tests exploring the viability to standardise Mode II fatigue delamination are ignoring the TCT 
configuration (see Brunner et al. (2013)).     

3. Preparation of samples, and experimental setups 

3.1. Preparation of samples 

Two material types have been considered. The first is a CFRP pre-preg IMT/8552 layup of [08/016/08], where the 
16 internal plies are cut over 32 total layers (η=0.5). The mTCT specimen had nominal dimensions of 300×15×4 mm3, 
while the Teflon insert film used had a length 2a=40 mm, and a thickness of 30 µm thick. More properties about this 
material are reported in Scalici et al. (2016), where the same batch of material was tested for static characterization.  

The second material type is a GFRP laminate, assembled by hand-lay-up and cured under vacuum bag pressure at 
room temperature. The fibres employed were assembled in a unidirectional crimped fabric of 300 g/m2, with fiber 
yarns woven with weft ties. The resin employed was an epoxy SX8 EVO supplied by MATES. The lay-up was 
[02/04/02], with ratio η=0.5. The final laminate reached a final fibre volume fraction around 54 %, with a measured 
value of E1=40.1±0.7 GPa. Modified-TCT samples where cut with nominal dimensions of 300×15×3.4 mm3, and 
insert films made of  Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP), with 13 µm thickness and width 2a=40 mm.     

3.2. Experimental set-up  

Samples were tested on an MTS 810 servo-hydraulic testing machine, with a 100 kN load cell. The thermographic 
signal was measured with an IR camera FLIR X6540sc, equipped with a cooled InSb focal plane array sensor. The IR 
camera was positioned about 800 mm away from the samples, facing the edge face for CFRP samples (i.e. the 
thickness side face), and the front face for GFRP samples (i.e. the width side face). In order to obtain the thermoelastic 
signal, the temperature was sampled over windows of 10 seconds, at a sampling frequency of 60 Hz, with the 
integration time of the IR camera set at 3000 µs. The CFRP specimen edge face was painted with two passes of a matt 
black paint, to enhance and uniform the IR emissivity. The GFRP where left unpainted, as their natural emissivity was 
already high enough, thanks also to the rough surface finish left by the peel–ply film.    

4. Thermoelastic Stress Analysis 

TSA is a well established experimental stress analysis technique, where the change of temperature due to elastic 
volume changes in the continuum (Thermoelastic Effect) is correlated to the stress field in the material. Recent reviews 
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on the quantitative application of TSA on orthotropic materials are found in Emery et al. (2008) and Pitarresi et al. 
(2010). Under adiabatic conditions (usually settled by the application of cyclic loading), the quantitative correlation 
between the temperature change in a point of the structure surface, and the in-plane stress components can be written 
as:   

( )1 1 2/3 2/3
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p

TT
C

α σ α σ
ρ

∆ = − ∆ + ∆     (3) 

where To is the absolute temperature, ρ and Cp the bulk density and specific heat at constant pressure, α the 
coefficients of linear thermal expansion. Subscript 1 refers to the fibres direction, and 2,3 to the directions transverse 
to fibres. Regarding the second term in the parentheses, direction 3 should be used (i.e. α3σ3) when the signal is 
acquired on the specimen edge face (as in the case of CFRP in this paper). Instead, direction 2 (i.e. α2∆σ2) should be 
used when the signal is acquired from the specimen front face (as is the case of GFRP in this paper, see Section 5.2).  
In Pitarresi et al. (2006) and Pitarresi et al. (2010) it is found in particular that influences such as surface resin rich 
layers are negligible in UD laminates, and Eq. (3) is than applicable. The term ∆T of Eq. (3) is obtained by filtering 
the temperature signal in the frequency domain. This is usually obtained with Lock-In signal processing (see e.g. 
Pitarresi et al. (2015)). In particular, being the thermoelastic signal reversible and correlated to the load, it is modulated 
at the same frequency of the load. Therefore, the thermoelastic signal is obtained as the amplitude and phase of the 
harmonic of the temperature signal at the load frequency. In the last years in TSA it is also customary to extract the 
harmonic amplitude at twice the load frequency. This term is usually referred to as Second Harmonic signal, and can 
be correlated to dissipative phenomena settling in the material (see e.g. Brémond and Potet (2001)). 

In this work the lock-in filtering is performed via the FLIR software “THESA”, which analyses the sampled 
thermograms using the supplementary information of a lock-in signal acquired by the system, which has the same 
frequency of the load signal (see also Pitarresi et al. (2015)).  

The results of the TSA are presented in the next section, in the form of full field maps of the thermoelastic signal 
amplitude, thermoelastic signal phase and second harmonic signal. The phase in particular is related to the sign of 
equation (3), which is the result of the signs of the stress components and the coefficients of thermal expansion in the 
material principal directions. As shown in Section 5.1, this information carried in the phase map is essential to interpret 
the stress field settling in the CFRP samples.   

5. Discussion of Results 

5.1. CFRP 

Figure 3 shows a representative example of full field maps of the thermoelastic signal acquired on CFRP mTCT 
samples. Notice that the maps comprise the whole delaminated zone (arrows indicate the places where the 
delamination tips are located). The central portion of the map is corrupted due to a bar, belonging to the rig of the 
extensometer, covering the view of that part of sample.   

It is possible to observe that the thermoelastic and second harmonic maps develop some specific features around 
the tips of the delaminations, that are correlated to the stress field. These features are better appreciated in Figure 4, 
where the area around two crack fronts is zoomed up. The thermoelastic signal amplitude is in particular reported also 
in Fig. 5, which evidences also the delaminations, the borders of the sample, and two zones indicated with A and B, 
that are characterized by showing a local increase of the thermoelastic signal. In order to understand the causes of 
such high signal, it is worth reporting the following statements: 
• The IM7/8552 CFRP material has a negative α1 and a positive α3 (as reported in the literature, see e.g. Scalici et 

al. 2016); 
• In absolute terms the value of α1 is almost an order of magnitude smaller than α3; 
• The areas of high thermoelastic signal are then those likely to experience the presence of a transverse stress σ3, 

as this is amplified by a the α3 coefficient; 
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where εmax is the deformation at each load peak Pmax, measured by the extensometer. The use of Eq. (2) will allow the 
evaluation of da/dN associated to values of ∆P=Pmax – Pmin, and hence to ∆GII=GIImax-GIImin, or just GIImax. Changing 
the value of GIImax after a block of cycles, will provide different points in the da/dN vs. GIImax space, which can then 
be used to find a proper Paris-type fatigue law.    

It is observed that the TCT configuration in general may offer some desirable features when used for fatigue 
delamination characterization. First of all, the adoption of a tensile test allows for the use of simple grip fixtures, with 
no specimen shifting issues such as in ENF specimen, or complicate clamping rigs such as in C-ELS specimen (see 
e.g. Brunner et al. (2013)). The TCT sample usually has a rigidity and strengths, which can be well managed by 
ordinary servo-hydraulic testing machines and relative load transducers. Another useful feature is the independence 
of GII from a. Therefore, once the load amplitude has been fixed, the delamination is expected to grow at constant 
speed, and the crack growth rate can be measured over a rather extended number of cycles. Finally, a simple 
compliance monitoring can assess the crack length. This is for instance done with the use of an extensometer with 
gauge length comprising the delamination length, as shown in eq. (2). Crack length monitoring and data reduction in 
general are comparatively simpler than the traditional more cumbersome approaches used in ENF or C-ELS (see  e.g. 
Brunner et al. (2013) and Sousa et al. (2015)).  

Although all the above statements would indicate the TCT configuration as a good candidate for routine Mode II 
delamination fatigue tests, there are only a few works reporting on its adoption, among which: Bergmann and Prinz 
(1989), Wisnom (1995), Kawashita et al. (2009), Allegri et al. (2011), Rans et al. (2014). Furthermore, it seems that 
actual round robin tests exploring the viability to standardise Mode II fatigue delamination are ignoring the TCT 
configuration (see Brunner et al. (2013)).     

3. Preparation of samples, and experimental setups 

3.1. Preparation of samples 

Two material types have been considered. The first is a CFRP pre-preg IMT/8552 layup of [08/016/08], where the 
16 internal plies are cut over 32 total layers (η=0.5). The mTCT specimen had nominal dimensions of 300×15×4 mm3, 
while the Teflon insert film used had a length 2a=40 mm, and a thickness of 30 µm thick. More properties about this 
material are reported in Scalici et al. (2016), where the same batch of material was tested for static characterization.  

The second material type is a GFRP laminate, assembled by hand-lay-up and cured under vacuum bag pressure at 
room temperature. The fibres employed were assembled in a unidirectional crimped fabric of 300 g/m2, with fiber 
yarns woven with weft ties. The resin employed was an epoxy SX8 EVO supplied by MATES. The lay-up was 
[02/04/02], with ratio η=0.5. The final laminate reached a final fibre volume fraction around 54 %, with a measured 
value of E1=40.1±0.7 GPa. Modified-TCT samples where cut with nominal dimensions of 300×15×3.4 mm3, and 
insert films made of  Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP), with 13 µm thickness and width 2a=40 mm.     

3.2. Experimental set-up  

Samples were tested on an MTS 810 servo-hydraulic testing machine, with a 100 kN load cell. The thermographic 
signal was measured with an IR camera FLIR X6540sc, equipped with a cooled InSb focal plane array sensor. The IR 
camera was positioned about 800 mm away from the samples, facing the edge face for CFRP samples (i.e. the 
thickness side face), and the front face for GFRP samples (i.e. the width side face). In order to obtain the thermoelastic 
signal, the temperature was sampled over windows of 10 seconds, at a sampling frequency of 60 Hz, with the 
integration time of the IR camera set at 3000 µs. The CFRP specimen edge face was painted with two passes of a matt 
black paint, to enhance and uniform the IR emissivity. The GFRP where left unpainted, as their natural emissivity was 
already high enough, thanks also to the rough surface finish left by the peel–ply film.    

4. Thermoelastic Stress Analysis 

TSA is a well established experimental stress analysis technique, where the change of temperature due to elastic 
volume changes in the continuum (Thermoelastic Effect) is correlated to the stress field in the material. Recent reviews 
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on the quantitative application of TSA on orthotropic materials are found in Emery et al. (2008) and Pitarresi et al. 
(2010). Under adiabatic conditions (usually settled by the application of cyclic loading), the quantitative correlation 
between the temperature change in a point of the structure surface, and the in-plane stress components can be written 
as:   
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where To is the absolute temperature, ρ and Cp the bulk density and specific heat at constant pressure, α the 
coefficients of linear thermal expansion. Subscript 1 refers to the fibres direction, and 2,3 to the directions transverse 
to fibres. Regarding the second term in the parentheses, direction 3 should be used (i.e. α3σ3) when the signal is 
acquired on the specimen edge face (as in the case of CFRP in this paper). Instead, direction 2 (i.e. α2∆σ2) should be 
used when the signal is acquired from the specimen front face (as is the case of GFRP in this paper, see Section 5.2).  
In Pitarresi et al. (2006) and Pitarresi et al. (2010) it is found in particular that influences such as surface resin rich 
layers are negligible in UD laminates, and Eq. (3) is than applicable. The term ∆T of Eq. (3) is obtained by filtering 
the temperature signal in the frequency domain. This is usually obtained with Lock-In signal processing (see e.g. 
Pitarresi et al. (2015)). In particular, being the thermoelastic signal reversible and correlated to the load, it is modulated 
at the same frequency of the load. Therefore, the thermoelastic signal is obtained as the amplitude and phase of the 
harmonic of the temperature signal at the load frequency. In the last years in TSA it is also customary to extract the 
harmonic amplitude at twice the load frequency. This term is usually referred to as Second Harmonic signal, and can 
be correlated to dissipative phenomena settling in the material (see e.g. Brémond and Potet (2001)). 

In this work the lock-in filtering is performed via the FLIR software “THESA”, which analyses the sampled 
thermograms using the supplementary information of a lock-in signal acquired by the system, which has the same 
frequency of the load signal (see also Pitarresi et al. (2015)).  

The results of the TSA are presented in the next section, in the form of full field maps of the thermoelastic signal 
amplitude, thermoelastic signal phase and second harmonic signal. The phase in particular is related to the sign of 
equation (3), which is the result of the signs of the stress components and the coefficients of thermal expansion in the 
material principal directions. As shown in Section 5.1, this information carried in the phase map is essential to interpret 
the stress field settling in the CFRP samples.   

5. Discussion of Results 

5.1. CFRP 

Figure 3 shows a representative example of full field maps of the thermoelastic signal acquired on CFRP mTCT 
samples. Notice that the maps comprise the whole delaminated zone (arrows indicate the places where the 
delamination tips are located). The central portion of the map is corrupted due to a bar, belonging to the rig of the 
extensometer, covering the view of that part of sample.   

It is possible to observe that the thermoelastic and second harmonic maps develop some specific features around 
the tips of the delaminations, that are correlated to the stress field. These features are better appreciated in Figure 4, 
where the area around two crack fronts is zoomed up. The thermoelastic signal amplitude is in particular reported also 
in Fig. 5, which evidences also the delaminations, the borders of the sample, and two zones indicated with A and B, 
that are characterized by showing a local increase of the thermoelastic signal. In order to understand the causes of 
such high signal, it is worth reporting the following statements: 
• The IM7/8552 CFRP material has a negative α1 and a positive α3 (as reported in the literature, see e.g. Scalici et 

al. 2016); 
• In absolute terms the value of α1 is almost an order of magnitude smaller than α3; 
• The areas of high thermoelastic signal are then those likely to experience the presence of a transverse stress σ3, 

as this is amplified by a the α3 coefficient; 
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• Zone A in Fig. 5 corresponds to the cut plies in the wake of the delamination front. In this area, σ1 must be zero, 
and so ε1, since the stress path follows the external continuous plies. Therefore, zone A does not experience a 
transverse Poisson’s type contraction ε3=-ν13ε1=0; 

• On the contrary, zone B should experience a significant transverse contraction due to the high σ1 present here. 
Therefore, the line connecting the crack fronts should represent a zone of internal reciprocal constraint. The zone 
B induces transverse compression stresses into zone A ((σ3)A<0) due to its lack of transverse contraction, and in 
reaction, the zone B will develop a transverse positive traction ((σ3)B>0); 

• It is also observed that between zone A and zone B there is a 180° shift in the thermoelastic phase signal. Such 
shift corresponds to a change of the sign of ∆T in Eq. (3). Indeed, based on what said above, the following 
scenario is hypothesized: 
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It is observed that for the sign prediction of Eq. (5) to be true, it must be α1σ1<α3σ3. This assumption is reckoned 
plausible, due to the fact that α1<<α3 and that σ1 should became smaller while approaching the middle of the crack 
tips, due to longitudinal stresses deviating towards the external path of continuous plies.  
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Thermoelastic signal (amplitude, phase) and Second Harmonic Signal from an mTCT CFRP sample.   

Indeed the stress field scenario summarized by Eq. (4) and (5) is able to justify the thermoelastic phase map, the 
high thermoelastic signal in zones A and B, and the physics of the problem which requires that zone A must have a 
longitudinal stress σ1=0. Some final considerations complete the interpretation of the thermoelastic signal. The first 
is that shear stress components do not contribute to the thermoelastic signal (as shown in Eq. 3). Indeed the 
thermoelastic signal, in zones shortly ahead of the crack tips, is very low, even if a shear stress concentration is 
expected to be present here. The second consideration is that the wake of the delamination, behind the crack tips, 
experiences a compressive transverse stress. This is a very important experimental confirmation that the delaminations 
cannot experience any Mode I opening, so the only fracture mode available is Mode II, as expected from the mTCT 
configuration.  
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Figure 4. Particular of the thermoelastic and second harmonic signal maps near two crack fronts.   

 

 

Figure 5. Thermoelastic signal amplitude map with indicated zones A and B.   

Another interesting result of this work is that the zones near the crack tips are characterized by a high second 
harmonic signal. This is believed to be due to some dissipative heat generated by friction at each reciprocal sliding of 
the delamination surfaces. This explains also why such heat is modulated at twice the load frequency. The presence 
of such second harmonic signal at the cracks tips can be exploited to locate and follow the crack growth during the 
fatigue cycling.   

From the above discussion, it emerges that the thermoelastic and second harmonic signals, with their ability to 
provide full field non-contact representations of the stress field, can be used to monitor the fatigue crack growth 
features, among which crack growth rates. One example is provided in Figure 6, where the thermoelastic and second 
harmonic amplitudes are reported for a cycling sample, at various stages of cycling. Details on the load amplitude, 
total number of cycles, the measured GIIc and the ratio GIImax/GIIc are reported in table 1. For the evaluation of GIIc see 
Scalici et al. (2016). Figure 6 in particular shows that after about 10000 cycles the upper-left delamination starts to 
grow faster than the other three delaminations, probably due to spurious flexural loads induced by a slight initial 
difference in delaminations lengths. In any case, both the thermoelastic signal and the second harmonic signal are very 
effective in showing the changes occurring during fatigue growth, and in locating the delamination tips. 

The crack growth rate reported in table 1 (column 6) is evaluated from the TSA maps, identifying the thermoelastic 
features linked to the crack position, and following their displacement. Such value of crack growth rate is compared 
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• Zone A in Fig. 5 corresponds to the cut plies in the wake of the delamination front. In this area, σ1 must be zero, 
and so ε1, since the stress path follows the external continuous plies. Therefore, zone A does not experience a 
transverse Poisson’s type contraction ε3=-ν13ε1=0; 

• On the contrary, zone B should experience a significant transverse contraction due to the high σ1 present here. 
Therefore, the line connecting the crack fronts should represent a zone of internal reciprocal constraint. The zone 
B induces transverse compression stresses into zone A ((σ3)A<0) due to its lack of transverse contraction, and in 
reaction, the zone B will develop a transverse positive traction ((σ3)B>0); 

• It is also observed that between zone A and zone B there is a 180° shift in the thermoelastic phase signal. Such 
shift corresponds to a change of the sign of ∆T in Eq. (3). Indeed, based on what said above, the following 
scenario is hypothesized: 
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It is observed that for the sign prediction of Eq. (5) to be true, it must be α1σ1<α3σ3. This assumption is reckoned 
plausible, due to the fact that α1<<α3 and that σ1 should became smaller while approaching the middle of the crack 
tips, due to longitudinal stresses deviating towards the external path of continuous plies.  
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with that predicted by using the fitting linear regression law proposed by Allegri et al. (2011), where a TCT sample 
of the same CFRP material is tested. As can be seen, the two values of crack growth rate compares very well.    

    

Figure 6. Maps of thermoelastic signal (left) and second harmonic signal (right) from an mTCT CFRP sample acquired at various stages of 
fatigue cycling. 

                                 Table 1. Fatigue tests on CFRP and GFRP samples. * Data based on Allegri et al. (2011). 
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(da/dN)* 
[mm/cycle] 

CFRP 1.8÷18  18000 1.59 30 % 3E-4 // 2.95 E-4 

GFRP 0.76÷7.6 12000 1.34 34 % 1E-3 1.09E-3 0.22 E-3 

5.2. GFRP  

Concerning the GFRP samples, it is found that the thermoelastic maps from the edge face did show a quite different 
behavior than that of CFRP. First of all it seems that the internal constraint described in Section 5.1, responsible of 
the transverse stress components, has a much softer influence in GFRPs, The compressive stresses in zone A are much 
lower and witnessed by a change of phase while the thermoelastic signal amplitude is very low along the whole cut 
plies included within the delamination. Also very interestingly, the second Harmonic signal is now not detected over 
the whole sample, and so dissipative effects along the delamination seem to have disappeared. It has to be recalled 
that the thickness of GFRPs is lower than that of CFRPs and this could have a role in the internal constraint between 
cut plies in zone A and B. Even so, the absence of any dissipative effect and of consistent transverse stress components 
is quite remarkable and worth some future investigations. 

With GFRPs it has been found that the thermoelastic signal acquired on the sample front face provides an excellent 
representation of the actual delaminated zone. In fact, GFRP has a much higher thermoelastic signal than CFRP, and 
the delaminated zone, undergoing a higher ∆σ1, generates a well detectable higher thermoelastic signal. The 
thermoelastic signal map from the sample front face has then been monitored during fatigue growth. An example of 
such maps is reported in Figure 8. 

The identification of crack growth fronts from the thermoelastic maps allowed the determination of a crack growth 
rate, which is again reported in table 1. The same value is compared with that found by Allegri et al. (2011) on a GFRP 
material. This time the comparison is not excellent, even though the point found in this work, i.e. (da/dN=1E-3, 
GIImax/GIIc=0.34), is not far apart from Allegri’s fitting law, and within the experimental scatter of points found in the 
work of Allegri et al. (2011). It also has to be emphasize that the GFRP tested in this work and that tested by Allegri 
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et al. have only a similar longitudinal Young’s modulus, but probably a different internal fabric architecture, which 
likely has a marked influence on the fatigue behavior. With GFRP and extensometer was also used, which allowed 
the evaluation of dεmax/dN in Eq. (2), and hence the prediction of da/dN. Table 1 shows that the extensometer prediction 
(column 7) is rather close to that obtained from the TSA data.       

 (a)        (b)       (c) 
 

Figure 7. Maps of thermoelastic signal amplitude (a), phase (b), and second harmonic signal (c) from the edge face 
of a GFRP sample under cyclic loading.  

 

 

Figure 8. Maps of thermoelastic signal amplitude from the front faces of a GFRP sample at various steps of fatigue cycling. 
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Thermoelastic Stress Analysis has been implemented to evaluate the Mode II crack growth behavior of Transverse 
Crack Tensile modified with insert films and subject to cyclic loading fatigue. TSA has allowed a full field and non-
contact monitoring of the stress field at the delamination fronts, on both edge and front faces of samples. To obtain 
the thermoelastic signal, time intervals of ten seconds, spread throughout the fatigue testing history, have been selected 
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with that predicted by using the fitting linear regression law proposed by Allegri et al. (2011), where a TCT sample 
of the same CFRP material is tested. As can be seen, the two values of crack growth rate compares very well.    
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behavior than that of CFRP. First of all it seems that the internal constraint described in Section 5.1, responsible of 
the transverse stress components, has a much softer influence in GFRPs, The compressive stresses in zone A are much 
lower and witnessed by a change of phase while the thermoelastic signal amplitude is very low along the whole cut 
plies included within the delamination. Also very interestingly, the second Harmonic signal is now not detected over 
the whole sample, and so dissipative effects along the delamination seem to have disappeared. It has to be recalled 
that the thickness of GFRPs is lower than that of CFRPs and this could have a role in the internal constraint between 
cut plies in zone A and B. Even so, the absence of any dissipative effect and of consistent transverse stress components 
is quite remarkable and worth some future investigations. 
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thermoelastic signal map from the sample front face has then been monitored during fatigue growth. An example of 
such maps is reported in Figure 8. 
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material. This time the comparison is not excellent, even though the point found in this work, i.e. (da/dN=1E-3, 
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et al. have only a similar longitudinal Young’s modulus, but probably a different internal fabric architecture, which 
likely has a marked influence on the fatigue behavior. With GFRP and extensometer was also used, which allowed 
the evaluation of dεmax/dN in Eq. (2), and hence the prediction of da/dN. Table 1 shows that the extensometer prediction 
(column 7) is rather close to that obtained from the TSA data.       
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Figure 7. Maps of thermoelastic signal amplitude (a), phase (b), and second harmonic signal (c) from the edge face 
of a GFRP sample under cyclic loading.  

 

 

Figure 8. Maps of thermoelastic signal amplitude from the front faces of a GFRP sample at various steps of fatigue cycling. 
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Thermoelastic Stress Analysis has been implemented to evaluate the Mode II crack growth behavior of Transverse 
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for temperature sampling. The post-processing of each block of thermograms, to filter the thermoelastic and second 
harmonic signals, takes just few seconds, so that TSA can be considered as a real time fast-monitoring technique in 
fatigue studies.   

In this work, a CFRP pre-preg (IM7/8552) and an UD GFRP materials have been characterized via the modified 
TCT test, under fatigue loading. The thermoelastic signal from the edge face of CFRPs has revealed some peculiar 
features of the stress field near the crack tips. Such features can be used to monitor the crack tip displacement, 
evaluating the crack growth rate. Furthermore, the analysis of the Thermoelastic signal on the mTCT confirms that 
the stress field at the crack tip allows fracture only under Mode II. The interpretation of the Thermoelastic signal has 
also evidenced that the thickness of the cut plies can have an influence on the nature of transverse stress components 
arising near the crack tips, as the block of cut plies inside the delamination acts as an internal constraint towards the 
lateral Poisson’s contraction of the cut plies ahead of the crack tips.  

In CFRP samples the Second Harmonic signal is found higher along the wake of each crack, due to some frictional 
effects activated by transverse compression stresses. Such trace of the second harmonic signal is very effective in 
showing the crack tip position and the crack path under fatigue. Furthermore, it enables to evaluate crack growths 
independently for each of the four delaminations present in the TCT specimen. 

For GFRPs, the higher thermoelastic signal allows monitoring the delamination growth from the front face of the 
sample, giving also indications on the curvature of the delamination fronts along the sample beam width.  

From the outcomes of this study it is believed that IR Thermography in general, and TSA in particular, can provide 
very useful insights on the fracture behavior in TCT samples under fatigue testing. Future work will attempt to run a 
more systematic testing campaign in order to obtain a complete fatigue characterization, and also to explore the 
response of mTCT samples with different dimensions.      
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